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Project Overview
Create an annotated bibliography for Art & Resistance Theme Semester course 
support

-   Deliver what -- Annotated bibliography on documentaries
-   From where -- Askwith Media Library / library’s video streaming platform
-   For who -- Instructors and their Art and Resistance Theme Semester course

https://umma.umich.edu/exhibitions/2023/arts-resistance-fall-2023-theme-semester


Preview of Final Product – introduction page



Preview of Final Product – example documentary entry
There are a total of 31 documentaries!
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Research Process
Background learning & 
define project scope

Collect documentaries & form 
preliminary watchlist 

Watch, analyze, select 

Create annotated bibliography
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- Background reading & watching
- Interview
- Practice gathering documentaries
- Gathering course information

Benchmark 1: defining the project scope

- Data gathering: collecting possible documentaries
- Shortlisting: sorting through documentaries

Benchmark 2: forming a preliminary documentary watchlist

-   Start watching documentaries
-   Adjusting documentary watchlist
-   Continue watching documentaries   

Benchmark 3: documentary selection

-   Writing & revising annotated bibliography

Benchmark 4: finalizing annotated bibliography
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Theme semester course listing back
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Searching documentaries in the library catalog
About 350 documentaries!
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Documentary shortlisting – H/M/L priority: 
high/medium/low
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Preliminary documentary watchlist
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Documentary record



Documentary record - back



Documentary record - front
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Star rating
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Summary

Comment
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Challenge: defining the project scope 

Methods I used:
Background reading & watching
Interview
Library catalog search
Theme semester course listing

What is art and resistance? 
What can be considered as art? 
What can be considered as 
resistance? What kinds of 
documentaries do I want?



Research is a super messy, 
iterative process. There’s not 
a right way to do research, 
and the most important thing 
is to keep doing and moving 
forward.

Growth: research



Don’t be afraid to make 
mistakes. The only important 
thing is to communicate and 
keep the conversation going.

Challenge & growth: communication & collaboration



Challenge & growth: time management & work/life balance



These many things I learned……

-   Research skill
-   Critical thinking/writing about documentary
-   Annotated bibliography
-   Technology & software
-   Knowledge in Art and Resistance topic
-   Knowledge in documentary & media education, media literacy
-   Teamwork, time management, communication



Big big thanks to those who helped
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